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This is the seventh in a series of eight articles intended to ignite the 

hearts and illumine the minds of all who actively await the 

appearance of Christ.   The contents reflect what Members of the 

Spiritual Hierarchy would like awakened humanity to know about 

the Coming One at this time. 

October 2022 

~ ARTICLE  7 ~ 

 

To become a Master of Wisdom is to have outgrown the trials and 

tribulations of the human condition and to have entered a realm of awareness 

that defies human comprehension at present.  One of its characteristics is the 

‘peace that passes understanding’—the state of perfect peace achieved 

through alignment with divine will.  Undisturbed by happenings in the 

external world, members of the spiritual Hierarchy formulate the plan of 

evolution for Earth and guide its unfoldment.  Overseeing the work of this 

spiritual body is the Christ, the head of the Hierarchy, who is soon to leave 

this peaceful enclave to return to a lower dimension of life. 

One of the requirements for acceptance into this hierarchy of light is the 

willingness to assume responsibility for the life that is our planet.  In the life 
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of a human being, a preparatory experience is assuming responsibility for 

self and family, in a spirit of harmlessness, plus dedication to the common 

good as demonstrated through a life of service.  When the consciousness of 

the soul transcends the limitations of the human condition, a door opens to 

the spiritual realm.  Upon entry into this realm, a vista of planetary 

dimensions appears.  This becomes the new ground of shared responsibility. 

The work of members of the spiritual Hierarchy is characterized by 

boundarylessness.  Earth is perceived as a single organism; humankind is 

recognized as a single race.  In the vastness of space where Earth revolves 

within the Sun’s system, an order of cosmic scale is perceived.  The 

seemingly unchanging nature of this order is visible in the regularly 

recurring movements of the planets.  However, known to the Beings who 

oversee planetary evolution is that which can and does change over time:  

the consciousness that ensouls all forms, be they planetary lives, such as 

Earth, or species of life, such as human.   

From ancient times, it has been the responsibility of the spiritual Hierarchy 

to expand the consciousness of human beings so that they may, in the 

ripeness of time, play their destined role in Earth’s evolution.  Their work 

has taken on vastly heightened importance at this momentous turning-point.  

The future of Earth depends upon humanity’s rising to the stage of soul 

consciousness in the coming era. 

The Hierarchy’s work in this regard slowed considerably after the sinking 

of Atlantis, as a result of human destructiveness.  The spiritual guides of the 

race withdrew from the outer plane for an extended period, until the epoch 

of the Great Ones began several thousand years ago.  One after another, 

individual members of the Inner Ashram, whose luminosity sparked the 

forward strides of humanity, appeared on Earth.  Their spiritual teachings 

gave rise to world religions; their philosophical explorations laid bare the 

higher potentials of the human being.  Each in their own distinctive way 

issued a call for the race to develop these potentials. 

Among these Great Ones, the mission of Christ was unique.  He came into 

outer manifestation to elevate the human spirit by his living example.  Unlike 

predecessors who gave rise to other faiths, he came not to teach laws or 

precepts primarily, but to live among his people and demonstrate through 

his humanness the potential of the race to reach a higher stage of 
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consciousness.  To his disciples, he illustrated what was possible for them 

to achieve in their own time. 

Since the period of the resurrection, Christ has served as the head of the 

spiritual Hierarchy, under the guidance of the planetary logos or God of our 

Earth.  In this role, he assumed the mantle of responsibility, along with the 

Masters of Wisdom, for guiding the evolution of the 4th kingdom in nature, 

the human, to the point where it can cooperate with the 5th, the spiritual.  This 

is the core of the divine Plan for the coming age.  It has long been foreseen 

that over time, humanity will fulfill its destined role as mediator in the life 

of Earth, aligning the consciousness of the lesser kingdoms with the higher 

ones, and with the will of the Lord of our World. 

Not long ago, it was deemed by the planetary Logos and members of His 

inner council that sufficient progress had been made by an advanced corps 

of human beings to enable Christ to usefully return to the denser planes of 

life and establish his new mission.  He would not only embody the divinity 

of the human Soul—for the many to observe and the few to emulate—he 

would also instruct awakening humanity on the methods and means for 

reaching this higher stage of consciousness. 

He would become the teacher of all who yearn to know how to rise above 

the conditions of tribalism, treachery, ruthlessness, debauchery, life-denying 

selfishness and greed—all the distortions and delusions of the lower human 

self that have thwarted the expression of the True Self across the ages and 

up to the present time.  He would begin this Great Work at the culmination 

of the Piscean Age, when all seemed lost for humanity, when a shroud of 

darkness hovered over the future, and when, in the antechamber to the 

Aquarian Age, the Light of Truth could find an avenue into human minds 

and hearts. 
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